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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
For many years , constant research has been going on
in reading to determine the relative effectiveness of reading
methods as they relate to pupil progress .

Recent studies

have been directed to the location and removal of deficiencies
in reading but only a few of these studies have been predicated
on active teacher involvement in the study of classroom problems in reading.
Statement of the problem .

It was the purpose of this

study to gather data concerning wor d recognition abilities of
several first grade gr oups t o find (1) what should be taught;
(2) how to teach it; and (3) how to measure progress .
Importance .Qf the study.

Word recognition has often

been discussed as a major problem in the reading process .

In

spite , howeve r, of the application of the new philosophy and
the new psychology of education from the standpoint of teache r
education , materials , bui ldings and behavior, the problem of
word recognition continues to exist in today ' s schools .

Espe-

cially is this true when words are related to comprehension
and the basic study skills .

The strengths and limitation of

teaching procedures have been evaluated by many educational
resear chers with the hope of improving reading instruction

2

and thereby developing an adequate reader, but in a majority
of classrooms many youngsters are low achievers.

Therefore,

raising the levels of ability in reading becomes the problem
of the research novice .
Source 2f. the data .

The information for this study

was secured by using (1) The Detroit Word Recognition Test,
(2) S . R. A. Mental Abilities Test, and (3) by reviewing previous research studies related to the study.
Limitation Q.f. study.

This study consisted of one

hundred thirty- five cases in one locality which is a relatively small sampling.

The writer sets no norms or criteria

for judging cases in other classrooms in different localities .
It is an attempt at problem solving for the improvement of the educational program for learners in the local vicinity.

Hence, it may serve to direct the course of the novice

to a kind of teaching which is research oriented.
Since reading is a very broad subject, only one skill
was chosen for this study, namely; word recognition.
In the experiment, there were certain limitations which
may or may not have had an effect on the results of the experiment.
1 . Materials for children were limited .
2 . No attempt was made to measure each child's attitude
toward the testing or his motivation to learn .
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3. The test- taking skills were variable which depended on the child's previous experiences .

4. Teachers had limited time to help individual students due to the large number of students in the groups .

5.

Keeping variables constant was difficult .

6. No attempt was made to measure or equate teacher
abilities .

7. A single experiment must generally be repeated in
order to develop valid inferences and conclusions .

8 . The evaluation is based on direct observation of
the reading performance and teacher- made test of the basic
vocabulary.

These were substituted for the Metropolitan

Achievement Test scores .

DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
Odessa experiment .

A design to measure the extent of

deficiencies in word recognition skills in the first grade at
Odessa .
Proposed program.

A group of structural ideas result-

ing from research and presented for raising the performance
levels in reading .
Teaching .

Leading learners into the knowledge and

understanding of the various abilities .
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Word recognition.

The act of developing familiarity

with the visual symbol .
First grade .

The beginning level in a graded se -

quence of instruction in the elementary school .
Carver Elementary School .

A division of the public

school consisting of grades one through six , and named fo r
George Washington Carver, the famous Negro scientist .
Odessa , Texas .

A

city in Ector County, located in

the Western part of the State .
PLAN OF THE STUDY

The previous chapter has given an introduction to the
study .
Chapter II will give a review of research related to
the study .

Many investigations have been made and published

on the subject .

Comparable selections are quoted in this

chapter.
The setting of the experiment, the background of the
experiment , the initiation of the experiment , the analysis
of data and methods used are recorded in Chapter III.
Chapter IV organizes the data for instructional procedures and a sequential program .
A summary of the findings , the results and the recommendati ons are recorded in Chapter V.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Many articles have been written in regard to the prevalence of disabilities in reading, most of which are caused by
a lack of word recognition .
Professional researchers in some instances , have devoted the entire publication to the skill.

In other instances,

only portions of the publications have treated the skill .

Not

all of the prevailing literature will be quoted because of its
magnitude .

Only a brief summary of the works closely related

to this study and its findings will be given here .
The need for simple group reading tests at the first
grade level has been recognized by educators for some time.
Many changes occur in the environment and in the organism.
All teachers should know and some are eager to know
how these changes are affecting the results of reading .
Oglesby says that, "This can ' t be done objectively without
the use of a tool to measure it . 111

Several studies of the

changes were made on selected groups at various intervals until group tests were formulated for teachers ' objective measurements .

With this need in mind, the Detroit Word Recognition
Test was constructed . 2
lEliza F. Oglesby , "Detroit Word Recognition Test,"
Journal Q.f Educational Research , VII (June, 1955) , p. 74.
2Ibid. , p. 62 .
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Many children come to school eager to learn and especially to learn to read and write .

The ability to meet a

child 's natural craving to learn , says Havighurst , "is to a
certain extent, a functional part of a teacher ' s skill in
teaching the fundamental processes of word recognition. 11 3
There are several different tasks which a child performs during the growth process .

The success which he has

with a given task directs his success with that and othe r
tasks in the future .

It is generally agreed that learning is

a continuous process in nature , therefore a sequential program has been advocated .

It is stated by Adams , Gray and

Reese that, "The program for developing word recognition is
designed for application throughout the elementary grades
and will evolve and expand as the child progresses through
the grades . 114
In order to succeed in a reading program it is necessary for the child to develop the skills of the word recognition program as indicated by Paul McKee .5 The program of
instruction of independent identification of strange printed
words must develop a flexible set of skills that will enable

3Robert J . Havighurst , Developmental Tasks and Education (New York: Longmans Green a nd Company, Inc ., 1951),
p . 62 .
~ay Adams , Lillian Gray , and Dora Reese , Teaching
Children to Read (New York: The Ronald Press , 1949) , p. 278.
School

5Paul McKee , The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company , 1954) , p . 198.
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him to work out the identification of new words independently .

The child must become skilled in word recognition .
One of the most common causes of failure in reading

is the limited number of experiences with which many children approach reading ma terial.

Gates and Russell suggest:

The training should start by having the child locate usuable initial elements , progress to common endings, to compound words, root words, affixed words, and
the like . Much of this training is introduced in the
basal reader which the teacher and students 1gspect the
words and compare them with similar elements .
A well- sounded language arts program that gives due
attention to developing essential skills also gives children
every chance to grow and express their own thoughts clearly
and make repeated contact with their own experiences .
Bond7 discussed an extensive and continuing teaching
program necessary for mas tery of the clues and techniques of
words, although different aspects of the program of word recognition are being taught.

The child ' s own experiences are

more real to him than those of other persons , and therefore,
r eading is more meaningful .
A few of the most widely used methods in beginning
reading are:

(1) Observing the child daily as he reads orally

6
I . Gates and D. Russell, "Word Analysis and Other
Factors in Beginning Reading," Elementary School Journal,
Vol. 8 (September, 1938) , p • . 79 .
7Guy L . Bond and Eva B. Wagone r, Teaching the Child
to Read (New York: The Macmillan Company , 1950) , p . 117.
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and silently; (2) Teacher- made tests or checks, such as
word recognition from flash cards, reading words aloud, and
classifying words under appropriate headings .
An alarming number of children fail to make satis-

factory progress in learning to read in the first grade .
This is not only disappointing to the teacher but also bafling, because frequently she does not know why a certain
child has failed .
It has been pointed out by Tinker that, "Progress in
learning to read requires the acquisition and use of word
recognition skills.

Reading involves the recognition of

printed symbols which serve as stimuli for the recall of meaning.

This recall of meaning is a thinking process. 118
We know through listening, speaking, reading and writ-

ing , the individual acquires recognition and control over the
use of words as a part of his pattern of living.

One of the

stumbling blocks to comprehension, according to Betts, "Is a
lack of word recognition ability . 11 9

Research tells us that

elementary school pupils spend nearly three- fifths of the
school day listening.

Good listening habits are important

for efficient learning, whether in learning to read in the
first grade or listening to lectures in college .

York:

~iles A. Tinker, Teaching Elementary Reading, (New
Appleton- Century- Crofts, Inc., 1952), p . 22.

tion

9Emmett Albert Betts, Foundations of Readini Instruc(New York: American Book Company, 1950), p . 89 .
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Important as reading may be, it cannot be obtained
without word recognition.

All children can profit from

learning a ~ariety of means for recognizing words . Thorndike ,
in his study of ten widely used first readers , insures that,
"Word recognition is essential to the reading vocabulary of
the elementary school pupil .

In a similar way , other words

are introduced to build a wide vocabulary in reading . 1110
Diagnosis in reading is designed primarily to locate
a r rested development , or a lack of balance between the skills
and abilities necessary for effective reading .
Normal learners have difficulties that should be diagnosed and treated in the course or ordinary instruction.

Ef-

ficiency in teaching requires that the teacher make a continuous evaluation of the work which he is directing .
Blair recommends that :
After the retarded readers have been identified, a
careful diagnosis of each pupil should be made in order
to find out , if possible , what lies at tre bottom of his
difficulties in reading . If the particular cases can be
determined , appropriate remedial measures can be taken .
A careful diagnosis should , in so far as is possible .
appraise the various factors that are operating ff that
they may be taken into account in the treatment.
Diagnosis is a part of good teaching and should be
carried on throughout the school year .
lOE . L . Thorndike , "World Book and Study of the Vocabularies," The Forty- eighth Yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Education, Part I , (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1949) , p . 4o
llG . M. Blair~ Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching in
School (New York : The Macmillian Company, 1946), p . 5'1:-
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Brueckner1 2 made use of the formal diagnostic test .
This test does not cover the diagnosis of all the skills that
constitute effective reading .
be

Only the more basic skills can

treated , including oral reading, silent reading , listening

and perception.

The methods of diagnois available to the

teacher tend to fall into six categories:

(1) Observation of

the child at his daily work , noting his study habits and procedures, attitude toward school and school work, interests
and motivation; (2) Supplementary analysis of various characteristics of the child ' s written work; (3) Supplementary
analysis of the child ' s response and reactions; (4) The use
of objective analytical problems,including such devices as
diagnostic charts of error s in reading; (5) Interview with
the child ' s parents; (6) Laboratory procedures, including the
use of such instruments as the motion picture camera, dictaphone, kymagraph, and records .
Elementary pupils require training and considerable
supervision at first to make the best use of the dictionary.
Hildredthl3 says too many pupils go through school handicapped by poor dictionary skills .

Dictionary skills contrib-

ute to a child ' s understanding of word meanings, helps him

121eo J. Brueckner, and Guy L. Bond, The Diagnosis
and Treatment of Learning Difficulties (New York : AppletonCentury-Crofts-;-1 955) , p . 152.
1 3Gertrude Hildredth, Teaching Reading
Henry Holt and Company, 1958), p . 146.

(New York:

11
pronounce words, broaden his familiarity with words and word
usage, add constantly to his word power, and serve as a key
to other information about words .

Research evidence on the

importance of ear training in beginning reading is overwhelming and conclusive. Durre1114 for example, reports that
studies in ear training show a doubling of the learning rate
in beginning reading .

After the child has learned to notice

sounds in words .
A first grade teacher is working in the dark until
she knows how her pupils rate in both auditory and visual perception skills .

She must know how well they can hear and see

likenesses and difference in letters and word forms, where
their strengths and weakness lie and where to put the stress
on important perception training.
Monroe states that,

11

As children progress in their

ability to recall from memory, they may be given memory exercises in which the teacher uses nash cards showing simple
forms .

The first grade has a carefully planned series of

e:xercises for developing visual memory imagery. 1115
Andersonl6 cites several studies which show that
dominative behavior begets dominative behavior and integrative
14nonald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction
(New York: World Book Company, 1958), p . 46 .
15i.iarion Monroe, Growing Into Reading
Scott Foreman Company, 1951) , p . 124.

(New York:

16Harold H. Anderson, "Educational Implicating of Research in Dominative and Socially Integrative Behavior,"
Journal of Education , Vol . 13 (April , 194o), p . 490.
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begets integrative , whethe r it be the child or the teacher.
The primary period remains the time when most attention is paid to direct reading instruction .

However, it has

gradually become accepted practice to teach reading in regular schedule periods . Shelton1 7 predicts reading instruction
is on the verge of a great change which will make today ' s
reading methods and materials seem old hat indeed .

Research

studies have raised questions about time worn procedures and
customs in teaching reading .
The child in school is part of a group of children
that may never have been a part of a group before .

Therefore ,

much of the beginning work in school is planned to develop
such attention as to help get him ready for reading .
The need for an eclectic approach to reading instruction has been stressed by a number of leaders in the profession.

Gray concludes that, "Progress lies not in the adop-

tion of a so- called 'single package' solution, but in the development of a flexible pattern which utilizes the advantage
of both group and individual instruction, and the use of both
common and di versified materials . 1118
Furthermore , the adoption of any one plan does not insure pupil development of interests and skills required for
l 7w111iam D. Shelcton , 11 Where Are \>.e in Reading , 11
Grade Teacher, (April, 1961), 69 .
1 8w. s . Gray, Remedial Cases in Reading : Their Diagnosis and Treatment (Chicago: Supplementary Education Monograph , 1952), p . 67.
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higher levels of achievement .

Witty-19 comes to a similar

decision with regard to various approaches to reading instruction after an exhaustive and objective analysis of the
literature dealing with individualized reading .

Every pro-

vision should be made in reading programs to assess what
students believe, feel and think.
Robinson20 concludes that there are indications too ,
that pupils of different levels of capacity and abilities may
profit from different amounts of group and individual instruction .
Sound teaching procedures must be utilized in the
treatment of learning difficulties .

Locate weakness that re-

quire correction. Is the child really in learning difficulty?
Bamman21 related that many of the children who are in learning
difficulties have failed to respond to programs designed to
meet the needs and the characteristics of the majority of children.
The evaluation process should go on during all the
time that the teacher can observe the pupil .

Ragan 22 states

19Paul Witty and Kopel David , Reading and the Educative
(Boston: Ginn and Company , 1939), p . 7])2.
20Helen Robinson , "News and Comment Individualized Reading ," The Elementary School Journal , 60 (May, 196o), pp. 441420 .
21Henry A. Baroman , Fundamentals of Basic Reading Instruction (New York: Longman Green and Company , 1959), p . 216 .
Process

22William B. Ragan, Modern Elementary Curriculum
( New York : The Dryden Press, Inc ., 1956), p. 481.
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that the program that is designed to treat learning difficulties must be based on the assumption that children learn differently and need programs which meet their individual requirements .
There are other factors affecting the child ' s reading
readiness beside the mental , social, emotion and physical fac tors, they are the educational factors . Dallmann2 3 referred to
educational factors as the factors most closely related to
success in reading; interest in reading , richness of experience background , auditory discrimination or the ability to perceive quickly the difference between letters and words of similar appearance; language ability; skill in interpreting pictures; and knowledge of how to handle books .
As soon as the teacher diagnose

the major difficulty

as word recognition, he must attack the correction of the problem directly and with vigor . The sight method was provided by
Dolch 24 to assist in attaining instant recognition of words .
The picture word cards are taught by associating the print
form with the . picture object .

Var ious games and supplementary

devices are provided to assist in attaining instant recognition
of words .

Read

2 ~artha Dallmann, Is This Child Reading to LP.arn !Q.
( Ohio: The Grade Teacher,(September , 1956), p. 28

24:Edward W. Dolch , "A Manual for Remedial Reading,"
The Grade Teache r, (September, 1955) , p . 56.
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Growth and characteristic of childhood produce
changes that occur with age and have always fascinated parents , teachers and scientists .

An understanding of these

changes and of the influences that produce them have become
an i ndispensable part of the preparation of all who work with
children .

Normal variation, and the factors influence physi-

cal and mental change .

Growth is concerned with changes in

size , complexity, and proportion.
Olson says ,

The term growth is not col"lfined to physi-

11

cal changes in structures and physiological functions .

The

term is also applied to the behavior and achievement of children . 112 5
The primary period remains the time when most attention is to direct reading instruction .

However , it has grad-

ually become accepted practice to teach reading in regularly
scheduled periods during the middle grades .

Basal readers

are the prime materials of reading instruction in most of our
elementary school classrooms .

Procedures for teaching read -

ing are suggested by the manuals of the basal readers .

Most

series of readers use a systematic and sequential approach to
the teaching of vocabulary, word analysis skills and comprehension development.

Hefferman says, "The reader seems to be

useful as a safe tool in the hands of inexperienced teachers ,
25w111ard c. Olson, Child Development
Heath and Company , 1949), p . 3.

(Boston: D. C.
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and as a solid base of departure for the experienced instructor. 1126
The eagerness to attack the skills of learning seems
to indicate a lack of realization of the tremendous task the
school must perform--a task far more significant at this
stage of development than the acquisition of skills which can
be acquired later and when the child is ready with a minimum
of tension and anxiety.

26ife1en Hefferman, "Teaching in Kindergarten of
California, 11 Tog_ Grade Teacher, (September, 1957), 16 .

CHAPTSR III
THE ODESSA EXPERIMENT
It has been proclaimed that many children in our
schools today can ' t read .

One of the major obstacles to read-

ing efficiency is word recognition .
During past years there has been a great deal of research and study to improve methods and practices for teaching
reading in the elementary schools .

Many books, pamphlets, and

articles have been written concerning the pros and cons of today ' s reading programs.

Parents have also expressed concern

about the current methods used in teaching reading .
This study was conducted to see if there was a method
of teaching reading , other than the usual grouping, that would
facilitate greater growth on the part of each child .
The objective of this experiment grew out of an experience at a Workshop in R~ading .

It emphasized, among other

things , the importance of an adequate sight vocabulary and
the development of sufficient training in word attack skills.
The child will need these skills to maintain an adequate level
in reading.

The purpose was to use instruments to detect de-

ficiencies in word recognition and to teach the various skills
using the vocabulary from the adopted basal reader .

These

vocabularies have been placed at the end of the chapter .
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SETTING OF THE EXPERIMENT
The comnrunity.

Carver Elementary School is located

in Odessa, Texas , in Ector County.

The city of Odessa is a

rapidly growing center with a town population of
The school population is 1 , 500 .

98 ,ooo.

Carver Elementary School

serves a partially desert community located in the northwestern part of the state and the southern part of the city .

The

bulk of the increase in the area served has been built in the
last few years .

The chief industry is oil .

Most of the homes

are modern but moderately priced with well kept surroundings .
The citizens , for the most part , are semi- professional with a
few professional workers; others work in skilled occupations
and domestic work .

Roman Catholic and protestant faiths are

represented with protestants as the predominate group .

Par-

ents are quite active in working with the school activities
that will benefit everyone .

School community relations are

sound, due to a well planned program of community interpretation and fact-giving .
The school .
District 901.
rooms .

Carver Elementary School is located in

It has three wings .

Each wing has six class -

Three of these classrooms are special rooms, namely,

music and special education .
of the wings .

The library is located in one

There is a cafeteria and gymnasium building.
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Book rooms and storage rooms are in each wing .

Two of the

wings are new and one is old .
Each classroom is a self contained unit equipped with
rest rooms, closets and storage space .
'

The faculty and staff consist of two music teachers,
two special education teachers, two physical education teachers , one librarian , one principal , one secretary , and thirty
classroom teachers .
The school is serviced by a supervisor , a speech
theropist, a nurse , custodial help and domestic help .
The playground does not provide adequate space .
make the best use of the space available .

They

Recess periods

and other miscellaneous periods are staggered .

The grounds

are equipped with swings , a merry- go- round, seesaws and
slides .

They engage in games , baseball , volly ball and

tract .
Background of the experiment.

At a general meeting

of the entire staff and faculty the principal gave general
instructions for the opening of school and then the teachers
of each grade level met and discussed specific plans .
In the first grade level group meeting the four
teachers began a conversation on improving their reading program.

One teacher inquired about the methods used by others

to teach reading .

After several contributions were made the

writer contributed and explained ideas obtained in the

19
workshop experience and the use of a special method from a
course activity.

After listening to the writer the other

first grade teachers thought it would be a good idea for
them to try the method and participate in the experiment
during that school year.
The teachers made an appointment with the principal
to explain the plan and get his approval .

Being a progres-

sive principal , interested in providing the best education
possible for children, he approved the plan and offered to
assist the teachers in every way possible .

It was at this

point that they decided to develop the experiment .
The problem.

A delimited problem was stated by the

first grade teachers as follows :

An

experiment to measure

the extent of deficiencies in word recognition skills in the
first grade .
Initiation of the experiment .

After the twelveth

week in school each teacher agreed to administer the Detroit
Word Recognition Test and the S , R. A. Primary Abilities Test .
There were four first grade classroom groups .
cluded in the study .

All are in-

Each teacher was in charge of her room

group but assisted the writer to administer tests, check
scores, use teaching and learning methods , report progress
and participate in planning the study.
The composition of the four groups can be studied
in Table I, II, III , and IV.
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There v.iere 30 children in each classroom group .

The

children were regrouped according to the mental maturity test
scores .

Hence , the total number of children in a single group

may represent more than thirty, or less than thirty .
TABLE I

HIGH EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
(TOTAL CA3ES : 3 BOYS, 5 GIRLS)
RANGE 110 - 124
Fictitious
Test names

Range 110- 121+
P. M. A.

1 . Darell Mitchell
2. Bertha Pride
Doris Ann Moss
Gwendolyn Smith
5. Mary Kelly Newton
6. Bob by Thomas
7. Henrietta Green
8. Hubert K. Collins

39-40

D. W. R.

4o
4o
4o
4o
40
40

110
115
119
120
116
111
124
124

~:

39
39

TABLE II

MIDDLE EXPERIMENT GROUP
(TOTAL CASES: BOYS 33, GIRLS 18)
Fictitious
Test names

Range 90 - 109
P . M. A.

24 - 40

D. W. R.

9. Joan Jerken
10 . Wayne Allen Wallace
11 • L • C . Ward
12 . Shelia Arnold
13. Willie Earl Davis

91
90
90
90
91

35
35

14 . Billy Ray

92

35

35

35
35
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TAill.E I I ( crontinued)

15.
16 .
17 .
18 •
19.
20 .
21 .

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27 .
28.
29.
30 .
31 .
32 .
33.
34.
35.
36.
37 .
38 .
4o .
41 .
42 .
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48 .
49.

Fictitious
Range 90 - 109
Test names
p • M. A.
Micheal Burditt
92
Rose Kathrine Washington
90
Larry Green
94
Billy Cooper
90
Eddie Dean
93
Meltha Cooksey
91
Serrena Harris
92
Thomas Perkins
95
96
Cathy Sheppard
Cathy Cleaver
93
94
Gloria Dell
90
Rita Dancer
100
Larry Pegues
96
Jack Pegues
90
Linda K. Witsor
100
Alvin Morris
90
Verna Wallace
96
Charley Bledsoe, Jr.
90
Hubert Rand
92
Ronnie Green
90
Donald R. Phillip
90
Rose Jane Edward
91
Sharrel Steen
96
Nathaniel Johnson
91
Gladys Worothy
90
Benny Pruitt
92
Reenee LeBlance
90
Richard Henry
93
Bernice Pruitt
96
Ray Lewis
90
Curtis Lee Clenton
92
Carolyn Cleaver
91
Burnice Puridd
96
Sheila Norman

24 - 4o

D. W. R.

35
35
4o
4o
4o
4o
38
38
38
36
36
36
35
35
35
· 35
34
34
33
33
33
32
32
31

30
30
30
30
29
29
29
28
27
26

22

TABLE II (continued)

50 .
51 .
52 .

53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58 .
59 .
6o .
61 .

Fictitiou s
Test names
J ohn Freeman
Paul Smith
Ruddie Dews
Bruce Wor thy
Gladys Wo r thy
J ames Hutchins
Chr istene Calloway
Hen ry Jones
Micheal William
Edward James Rose
Kenneth Templeton
Deborah Jackson

Range 90 - 109
P . M. A.
90
90
90

91
90
90

93
90
100

100
96

95

24 - 40
D. W. R.
26
26
26
25
25
25
24
24
24
24
24
24

TABLE III
LOW EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
(TOTAL CASES : BOYS 16 , GIRLS 18)

Test names

.

62 . Micheal Williams
63 . David Patterson
64 . Clarence Redic
65 . Jonathan Mood
66 . Larry Green
67 . Ralph Madson
68 . Fay Armstrong
69 . Margie Miller
70 . Verna Wallace
71 . Janice M. Woods
72 . AJ.berta Ranbo
73 . Char etta Ann

Range 75 - 89
P . M. A .

76
78
80
82

81
80

77
75
76

17 - 24
D. W. R.
24
2>+
24
24
24

2>+
24
24
22

75

22

76
79

22
21

23
TABLE III (continued)

74.
75.

76.
77.
78.
79 .
80 .

81 .
82 .
83 .
84.
85.

86 .
87.
88 .
89 .
90 .
91 .

Fictitious
Test names
Joan Jenkins
Micheal Burton
Donald Evertt
Connie Hammond
Sinis Marva
Bessie Comer
Veretta Medlock
Stanley Jones
Hobert Collins
Sandria Walke r
Ivoy Joe Warren
Julia K. Craven
Linda Kay
David Jackson
Brenda Fleming
Pat Needly
Landers Jones
Mildred Williams

Range 75 - 89
P. M. A.

82
87
88
89
83
85

17 - 24-

D. W. R.
20
22
20
22
20
20

83
82

20

88
89

20

86
82

89

Bo
85
82
80
76

20

19
19
19
19
19
17
17
17
17

24
TABLE IV
LOWEST EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
(TOTAL CASES : BOYS 14 , GIRLS 6)
Fictitiou s
Test names
92 .
93.
94.
95.
96 .
97 .
98.
99 .
100 .
102 .
103.
104.
105'.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110 .
111.

Ella Young
Archie C. Lee
David Phillips
Donald Cooper
Willie Davis
Elijah Kelley
Jo Mccowan
Mary Louise
Gary Lynn Gr eenwade
Leroy Buclmer
Willie Mae Adams
Larry Buclmer
Debra Gail
Gloria Coral
Luther Smith
Char lie Washington
David Hart
Billy Adams
Aron Wesley

Range 41 - 74
p . M. A.

8 - 17
D. W. R.

73
74
74

17
17
16
16
15'
14
10
13
13
13
8
9
10
13
12
9
8
8
9

71

72
74
74
57
57
69
56

50
41
6o
74
6o
70
70
66

Words not recognized and identified on the Detroit Word Recognition Test were
analyzed for teaching content .

All of these words were checked and the frequency

tabulated .

TABLE V
WORDS NOT RECOGNIZED AND IDENTIFIED ON THE
DETROIT WORD RECOGNITION TEST

>s::Cl)

I ()
Cl)

H

~

;:l

3

Letter
Words

I >.

Cl) ()

HS::

rx..

er
2
2

1

3
3

bed

2

big
boy
dog

1

man

5

4
3

2

3
1
3
3
ti)

ct1
.µ

11

;:l

30

>.

I 0
Q)

baby
bear
bird
door

fi re
girl
hill
king
milk

s::

~ Q)

~

er

3

r-i

Q)

4
Letter
Words

5

Letter
Words

:::1

:>.

I CJ

~

s::
rx.. ~

1
2
2

1

Words

o<

CJ'

2
2

6
Letter

>-

I ()
Q)

s::

~

;:l

~ (1)

7
Letter
Words

O'

:>.

I CJ

s::

Q)

H Cl)
;:l

rx..

4-

running

4

5

9

3

4

1

4

2
2

6

Words

er

father
ground
mothe r

apple
block
bread
chair
house
white

8
Lette r

children

over
tree

11

10

1

0
E-i

I\)

\J\
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ANALYSIS OF DATA

It s hould be noted t hat of the total number of words
missed , 24 begin with conson ants , 2 begin with vowels .

Of

all words missed , 22 end w1 th consonants and 5 end w1 th
vowels .
There are 5 three lette r wor ds .
be

In these words will

found the initial consonant b (4) , d , and m.

lette r is a vowel .

The middle

They are e , 1 , o ( 2) , and a .

letter is a consonant .

The last

The consonants are d, g ( 2) , y , n .

The diphthong oy , og occurs in this word group .

These words

contain the vowel combination ed, ig , oy , og .
In the four letter wor d group , there are 11 words .
They begin with the initial consonant b (3), d, f, g , h, k ,
m and t .

One begins wi t h the vowel o .

The words , "baby"

and "over'' can be divided into syllables .
tain the vowels a (2) , e (4) , 1 (6) , o (3) .

These words conThe double

vowels, oo , ee , ea ; the combination vowels , ea; and vowelconsonant combination ar , or , ir , in, er, a r e present in
these word s .

The phonetic elements ill , ing , ilk; and the

little words ear, or , i l l, and in, are possible in this
group .

Two of these word s end with the vowel e .

The other

ten end with the consonants d , g , k , 1 (2) , and y .
The five letter words begin with the consonants b ( 2) ,
c , h , and w; one be gins with the vowel a .
be divided into syllables .

The word apple can

These words contain the vowels

27
a (4) , e (4) , 1 ( 2) , o , and u .

The vowel combinations are

ea , ai , and ou.

The phonetic elements are ack , ead , air ,

ouse , and i te .

The 11 ttle words are lack , read , and hair .

The consonant blends are bl and br ; ck is a final consonant
blend .

The vowel- consonant combinations are ap , ac , re, ad ,

i r, and te .

The digraphs are ch , and wh .

Three of the

words end with the consonant e , and three end with the consonants

a,

k , and r .

The r e are three six letter words .
the consonants f , g , and m.

Two words ,

can be divided into syllables .

fa ther II and ''mother 11

This list of words contain

the vowels a , e (2) , o (2), and u.

The vowel-consonant com-

binations are at , he, oun , o t, and e r.
tion is on .

11

They begin with

The vowel combina-

The phonetic elements are other , and ound .

The

diphthong is ou , and the little words are fat, at , the, her,
round , and other .

These words end with the consonant r (2),

and d .

The seven letter word begins with the consonant r.
It can be divided into syllables .
and u .

It contains the vowels i

There are no vowel combinations .

The vowel- consonant

combination is an , and the variant ending is ing.

The pho-

neti c elements are un , and in ; the little word is in; and the
base is run .

The wor d ends with the consonant g .

The eight letter word begins with the consonant c .
has the digraph ch , the element child , the vo~l- consonant

It

28
combinations are 11, en, and re.

It can be divided into

syllables, and it ends with the consonant n .
Classification and rank .

Three of the listed words

are adjectives; one is a verb , one may be either a verb or
a noun , one is a preposition, and twenty one words are nouns .
The frequency was greater with four letter words.
All of these words had vowels in various combinations .

All

of them are nouns except milk , which may be a noun or verb
and one preposition, over .
The second highest frequency occurred with three
letter words .

One is an adjective and others are nouns .

Each has one vowel.
The third frequency was with five letter words.

Two

are adjectives and four are nouns .
The six letter words ranked fourth.

They are nouns .

The seven and eight letter words ranked fifth .

The

seven letter word is a verb and the eight letter word is a
noun .
Methods used.

All first grade teachers met to dis-

cuss the general procedure to be followed in their reading
program.

The time set for the reading periods was from 9:00

to 9: 45 A. M.

The teachers set this time because they be-

lieved that the chil dren were more alert , more settled, and
more eager to learn in the mornings .

The length of the

29
period was decided upon since it seemed to be about the maximum interest span of these first graders .

A second reading

period was held in the afternoon from 1:00 to 2:00 P . M.
These periods and time allotments had been recommended by the
supervisor .
The teachers decided to use words from the basal
reader to teach the skills .
by analyzing the words .

Some of the skills were selected

Others were the list of words missed

on the Detroit Word Recognition Test .

They agreed to use the

basal reader because McKee says :
In order to make the child ' s task in beginning reading simple enough so that he can accomplish it with satisfaction and yet difficult enough to enable him to build
the beginnings of povJer in word identification and word
recognition , the vocabulary of the reading selections
used should be controlled . This control should be exercised on at least the three following points:
1. The number of strange words introduced in each selection should be relatively small . This provision enables the child to get some reading done , keeps him from
looking upon rea ding as the act of identifying words and
prevents his learning task in word identification and
word recognition from becoming unreasonably difficult .
2 . Words that will be needed at later grade levels
should be given a considerable amount of vJell distributed repetition in that selection and in subsequent selections . This provision makes it possible for the child
to get the practice he needs with that word in order to
learn to recognize it readily. It is understood, of
course that the need for repetition is excuse for the
senseliss expressions now found in many pre - primers and
primers which makes the talking of the characters in the
selections unnatural to say t he least .

3. The reading selections should include an ample
number of words which contain the phonetic elements to
be taught in the first grade . This provision will supply

30
the number of words needed for introducing and for
practice in using each of these elements . 27
They agr eed to use a series of textbooks and work
books for various levels in order to provide a sequential
program .

They decided to use the Scott Foresman Series

since this was the basal text .

This prevented the teacher

from having to teach two different classes and prevented
the child from having to learn two separate vocabularies.
All teachers made
interest in reading .

great effort to stimulate the child ' s
Each teacher took time to become thor-

oughly acquainted with the children in their room to provide
an adequate social and emotional climate .
Enrichment activities included choral reading , dramatization, creative writing, the use of story material with
puppets and felt- o- boards .

This gave status and prestige to

slow learners .
Since this was the beginning of reading activities
the teachers decided on the following outline of work: (1) To
develop a sight vocabulary , (2) to use configuration clues ,
picture clues, word attack clues, and sensory techniques .
Some children are visual , others auditory , still others need
the help of feeling .

tary

The regular reading readiness activities

27Paul McKee , ~
Teachi~g of Reading in the Elemen(New York: Houghton Mifflin Company , 1947)~. 57 -
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were carried on as well as all activities in which the
class groups normally engage .

They are not discussed here

because they are not a part of the study.
The controlled vocabularies have been listed for
reference at the end of the chapter .

BASAL READER VOCABULARY
Pre -reading and pre-primer programs .

The content of

this picture story pre - primer utilizes only the common experiences of the average beginner in reading and consequently
requires little or no experiential build up.

Here in the con-

text of these lively picture stories is a great deal of func tional reading practice made possible by the very small vocabulary with high repetition of each word in varied contextual settings .
The combination of unusual story interest and easy
text enables the pupil to enjoy in his earliest reading experiences the immediate satisfactions of fluent reading .
Two subsequent pre-primers , \..e Work and Play and We Come and

_,

Go

reintroduce and r eteach all the 17 words used in ¥la.~

and ~ The three basic pre- primers and their accompanying
guide books provide the methodology and materials for a de velopmental reading program at this level .
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We Look and See
Dick
look
Jane
see

funny
baby
and
Spot

come
run
Puff
jump

Tim
up
go
do"4128

We Work and Play
work
father
Dick
Jane
oh
baby
play
see

Spot
helps
run
and
funny
Tim
Puff
11 ttle

Puff
jump
come
go
away
big
is
boats

not
the
my
can
find
up
down
look

I

makes
something
blue
yellow
red
cars29

We Come and Go
go
see
mother
baby
Sally
Dick
Jane
oh
and
Tim
look
my

Spot
said
funny
come
jump
father
play
is
can
run
wants
house30

28w111iam

We Look and See
p.° 1 - 3$'. - -

not
it
down
up
work
the
ball
find
big
here
Puff

little
help
to
me
car
in
we
away
you
red
two

for
cookies
three
one
where
A

yellow
blue
boat
make
something

s. Gray, Marion Monroe, and Lillian Gray,
(Dallas : Scott, Foresman and Company, 1946),

29William S . Gray, We Work and Play (Dallas : Scott
Foresman Company, 1947) .
30William S . Gray et . al , We Come and Q.Q. (Dallas :
Scott Foresman Company , 1947) .
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The new Fun With Dick and Jane has a total vocabulary of 158 words .

--

Of these 100 words are new in this book,

the remaining 58 -were introduced in the pre-primers and are
again carefully reintroduced and maintained in the primer .
No page introduces more than one new word.

The first five

uses of each word , both old and new, are bunched for easy
mastery; there is no gap of more than five pages between any
two of these five uses .

Thereafter , at spaced intervals, at

least seven more uses of each word occur.

Thus, each word

is used a minimum of twelve times in the new Fun With Dick
and Jane .
Vocabulary List
Fim With Dick and Jane

Unit I

5.
8.
13.
14.
16.
17.
18.
19.
21 .

24.
25.
26.
28 .
29.
31.

32.

fun
this
who
yes
family
Sally's
pets
with
pretty
too
cannot
ride
what
are
guess
will

34.
36.
37.
4o.
41.
42.

now
eat
four
get
do
no

Unit II
45. toys
46. duck
47. put
48 . did
49. he
50. rabbi ts
51. thank
52 . quack
53. good- by

54. please
out
went
have
hop
saw
talks
hello
soon
new
farm
barn
animals
ran
horse
pigs
71 . cow

55.
56.
57.
58 .
59 .
61.
62 .
63.
64.
65.
66.
67 .
68 .
69 .
70.

72 .
73.
74.
75.
76.
78 .
79.
Bo .

they
all
that
doll
home
birthday
she
happy

Unit III
83. at
84. stop
85. bow-wow
86. came
87. our
88. grandmother
89. good

90 .
92 .
93 .
94 .
95.
96 .
97 .
98 .
99 .
100 .

grandfathe r
pony
white
fast
on
black
hen
kitten
cat
cluck

34
101 .
102 .
103.
104.
105.
106.
109 .
112 .
11 3.
114.

dog
wanted
laughed
chickens
mew
say
gir l
surprise
some
but

Unit
115.
116.
117.
119.
120 .
121 .
122.
123.
124.

IV
f r iends
Susan
Jack
boys
bump
must
looked
under
children

125.
126.
127.
133.
134.
136.
147.

am
tail
Tom
was
like
there
school31

Reintroduction of Pre- Primer Wor ds
Unit I
5. for
Sally
6 . look
up
Dick
said
7 . Jane
run
and
see
8 . funny
father
down
9.
it
go
oh

11 . come
help
12 . Spot
can
you
little
13. here
mother
14. not
baby
big
16. my
Puff
17. Tim
me

18 . the
26 .
cookies
19. to
house
28 .
20 . I
21 . something 29 .
32.
22 . want
red
blue
37 .
23. three
yellow
41.
24. we
25. work
play
bal l

boat
in
away
make
cars
A

where
find
one
two
jump32

The new Our New Friends , has a total vocabulary of
335 words .

Of these, 177 words are new in this book, 100

were introduced in the primer , and the remaining 58 were

(Dallas:

31w111iam s . Gray et . al . Fun With Dick and Jane
Scott Foresman Company, 1947) .
32Ibid .
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introduced in the pre- primers .

Each of the 335 words is

used a minimum of ten times in the new Our New Friends .
page introduces more than two of the 177 new words .

No

The

first five uses of both the 177 new words and the 100 primer
words are bunched for easy mastery.

There is no gap of more

than five pages between any two of these first five uses.
Thereafter, at spaced intervals, at least five more uses of
each word occur .
Vocabulary List
Our New Friends
Unit I

7. way
9 . man
10. live
11 . maybe
14-. last
15. Peter
Ellen
16. know
17. your
18. first
let
20 . then
21. wagon
take
23. her
street
24-. walk
25. lost
26. which
sat
27. name
28. Bill

30. found
31 . umbrella
rain
33. splash
34-. Jim
Patty
36. room
back
37. time
38. were
4o. pennies
five
4-1 . very
4-2. pocket
Unit II
4-6. days
4-7 . next
us
4-8 . paint
made
4-9. hurry
52. color
painted

54. swish

55. eggs
thing
56. old
thing
57. busy
walked
58. after
62 . his
63 . birds
ate
65. bang
worked
66 . Billy
68 . slow
69. head
feet
70 . can ' t
him
71 . let's
72. give
73 . began
74-. laugh
don ' t

75. read
sleep
76. book
story
77. reading
Unit III
80 . liked
feed
81 . basket
82. call
83. doing
85. store
as
86. wish
could
87. buy
ask
89 . when
90 . milk
looking
91. of
be

92. think
93 . jumped
94. Nancy
every
95. dinner
96 . night
97. door
morning
98 . Bunny
had
99 . yard
open
100 . fell
101. how
102. bumbed
104. other
105. trees
has
107 . from
109 . tools
nuts
110 . helped
squirrel
111 . gray
113. snow
114. party
115. apples
an

116. corn
118. food
119. nest
robin
120. fly
123 . going
Unit IV
126. many
behind
128. again
129 . wind
push
131. pushed
called
132 . playing
134. any
thought
135. or
136 . well
137. glad
138 . Jill
stopped
139. hill
faster
14o . over
141. running
142. may
143. round
merry-goround

144.
145.
146.
147.
148.

151.
153.

154.

156.
157 .
158.

16o.
161.
162.
164.
166.
168.
169.
170 .
172.
177.
178.
179 .

asked
dear
green
just
along
surprised
brown
fine
once
why
Bobby
Mr .
I'll
try
puppy
fat
sleepy
Mrs .
wood
met
peep
wee
eating
rooster
galloping
moo
town
dark
sang
slower
woman
nothing 33

This chapter has given a description of the experiment , the setting of the background, the initiation , the
analysis of data and methods used.

The following chapter

will discuss the organization of data for instructional purposes .
33w111iam s . Gray et. al .
Scott Foresman Company, 1947):-

Our New Friends

(Dallas:

CHAPTER IV
PROCEDURES USED
Every teacher has the job of developing sound word
recognition skil ls .

This assignment begins in kindergarten

and goes right on through the grades .

It ought to continue

into high school, for there is no limit to the skill in word
recognition that can be acquired .
An indication of the performance level in reading

was secured by directed observation of reading selections in
the basal reader .

Several performance levels of word recog-

nition that have been worked out by Betts34 are listed below.
Number Levels

Cases
3
12

10%
4o%

15

50%

Word
Recggnitign

Comprehension
Data

99%
95%

90%

Independent
Instructional
Frustration

90%

75%
50%

At the independent level, the chi ld can read with
ease and understanding .

The second level is the teaching

level , at which the child r eads successfully without tension
and frustration .

At the third level he cannot deal with

the reading material efficiently.
With an index of the performance level and information gathered f r om an analysis of data , the writer proceded
3~mett Betts , Foundation of Reading Instruction
(New Yor k : American Book Company , 1950), p. 78.

to group the findings for teaching and learning purposes
under these headings :

PERCEPTION SKILLS, WORD ANALYSIS, STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS AND WORD BUILDING SKILLS
Perception skills .

Perception skills lay the foun-

dation for all word recognition skills .

Until perception

skills are developed it is useless to teach phonics or any
other word recognition techniques .

Research shows that cer-

tain beginning perception skills can be started in the
kindergarten and developed on higher levels in grade one . A
continuous graduated progr am should be pla~ned for developing perception skills .
tion

skills.

There are two types of word percep-

One requires association and relationship of

ideas through context and expectancy .

The second employs

visual perception of form , size and color .
Sight words .

Many of the child ' s first reading

words should be learned as wholes .

Usually they are one

syllable words with which the child is familiar in meaning,
in speaking and in listening.
with little words in big words .
by configuration clues .

They should not be confused
They are usually learned

Not only does he get a visual per-

·ception of the form , recent studies suggest that they make
a graphic representation of the word.
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WORD ANALYSIS

Consonants .

The first use of the sounds of letters

in word recognition is naturally the initial sound of the
word in combination with the context clues .

Consequently,

the sounds the child should learn first are the consonant
sounds at the beginning and later at the ending of words .
The order in which these letters are introduced is important
and is recognized in this study .
The following consonants shouJ.d be taught from sight
words met in context: s, d, g, f , c, h , 1, b , p, w, j, m, t,
r, n, k, th .

The following analogous endings shouJ.d be

taught in context which occur a number of times: ay, an, at.
Informal ear training with rhyming words is given
throughout the pre- primer and pri~er periods to increase the
child ' s sensitivity to variation in sounds .
Many techniques are required to teach the beginning,
the ending and middle consonants, and it takes time .

Yet,

it is absolutely essential that pupils be thoroughly grounded
in the recognition of consonants before attempting more difficult work .

Failure to realize this fact can result in the

serious handicapping of children in reading and spelling . It
is too much to be taken for granted that children can recognize likenesses and differences in consonants when, in reality,
they cannot do so .
Blends .

An additional advantage in the thorough

4o
teaching of consonants is that it does away with the necessity for the teaching of blends such as , bl and br .

Much

time and effort are commonly devoted to the teaching of
these blends as individual entities , in the f irs t and sometimes in the second grade .
Thorough teaching of the beginning and ending consonant sounds eliminates the need to teach blends . 35 A
child who can always recognize the sounds of s , t , and r,
and who knows the vowels ee , can unlock the pr onounciation
of such a word as street , even if she has never seen the
word before .
ognition . 36

Word analysis is an indispendable aid to rec-

Digraphs .

Letter groups like th , ch, wh , sh and ng

are not blends but digraphs, or single speech sounds spelled
with two letters .

Digraphs should be taught.

Most children

master digraphs fairly easily.
Vowels .

After learning the consonant sounds and

some of the most frequently occurring phonograms, the next
phonetic knowledge which the child can apply is vowel combinations and the long and short sounds of vowels .

The rules

35':Lucille D. Schoolfield and Josephine B. Timberlake ,
"Lighten Your Teaching Load , " Elementary English , (October ,
19 58) , p . 37 5
36Gerald G. Glass, 11A Look at the Teaching of Word
Analysis II The Elementary School Journal , (October , 1958) , pp .
' - ===-==35- 38.
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for long and shor t sounds of vowel s are ver y simple and
will unlock hundr eds of monosyllabic words.

The rules are :

In short wor ds ending in e , the first vowel is
usually long and the final e does not have a sound .

It is

silent as in cake .
When two vowels occur togethe r in a shor t word , the
first vowel is usually long and the second vo-wel is usually
silent as in road .
In short words not ending in e , the vo-wel is usually
short as in fit .
Phonogram.

A phonogram approach as a means of teach-

ing word recognition is val uable to a certain extent .

Stud-

ies show , for example , that 17 phonograms occur with high
frequency in children ' s reading books .

These phonograms in-

clude at, in, ot , an , en , ay , ill , all , un , old , ing , ell ,
ow, ake , ook , and ight .
thoroughly .

These are the phonogr ams to teach

It is a mental impossi bility fo r a child to

learn and recall the hundr eds of less frequently used phonograms he would need to apply to the numerous monosyllabic
words containing long or shor t vowel s .

It is much simpler

and more efficient to know and use the three simple rules
for long and short vowel s . 37
37Anna D. Cordts , "Analysis and Classification of the
Sounds of English v.brds in a Primar y Reading Vocabulary , "
Doctoral dissertation , State University of Iowa , Iowa City ,
1925.
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With the three simple rUles and the most common
phonograms, pupils have a key for unlocking hundreds of
monosyllabic words.
taught.

These rules and phonograms must be

This teaching usually starts in the latter part of

grade one, is completed in grades two and three , and maintained in the upper grades .

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Structural analysis enables pupils to identify pronounciation units within a word and , many times , meaning
units as vrell .
After a child learns to recognize the sounds and
symbols for initial , middle, and ending consonants, he is
ready to notice familiar parts of words , endings, base or
root words, prefixes and suffixes, syllables, and plurals .
By examining these and putting them together, the child has

a key to word recognition which he can apply in many different situations .
Base words and endings .

The most natural step in

structural analysis is in guiding the child to see the base
form in the simplest derived forms --run in runs , work in
working, play in played.

From base words it is but a step

to the recognition of endings, the most common of which are
ing, ed , y, er , est , ly, and the formation of plurals by
adding s, es, or ils.

The basal reader is a ready source
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from which to teach the finding of base words and the understanding of how endings change words .
WORD BUILDING SKILLS
Syllabication .

The ability to break polysyllabic

words into syllables or pronounciation units is very important to word recognition .

Direct training begins in the

third grade and should extend into the high school .

Infor-

mal and indirect training may begin in the first grade .
Every pupil should know that there is a syllable for
each pronounced vowel except a finale .

New words in basic

reading should be examined with this principle in mind .

Be-

gin with two syllables, then three , and so on .
Prefixes and suffixes .
suffixes serves two purposes :

Attention to prefixes and
It increases accurate visual

perception and it gives the reader a clue to word meaning.
Training in the meaning and use of this skill begins
in second grade and continues on a graduated scale thereafter .

In the words studi ed there were common prefixes and

suffixes.

Some of the most frequently used prefixes and

suffixes are :

Prefixes - re, un, de, inter , after , for;

Suffixes _ full, or , er , age, ment , ness .

These word forms

should be taught in an informal manner in first grade reading material .

SOME APPROACHES FOR TEACHING
Clues .

Picture clues , context clues and expectancy

are valuable aids to word r ecognition.

They may be used

with developing sight words and other words with which the
child is familiar in meaning , in speaking and in listening ,
but lacks only a visual r ecognition of the wor d .
Sensory experiences .

These include getting a vis-

ual concept of the word through hearing , seeing , and touching the word.

Some children ar e visual , others auditory ,

and still others profit from tracing the word .

The tracing

method recommended and used in this study was developed by
Fernald . 38
Sounding .

It is generally agr eed by authorities that

it seems economical of time and effort to guide pupils in acquiring knowledge of phonics, not as an isolated skill , but
as an intrinsic part of the reading process .

In teaching

procedures, phonetic possibilities that occur in the reading
selection should be utilized by the teacher.

She won ' t be

able to use all of the possibilities in every lesson .

The

sounds she choose and the time fo r use should depend entirely upon the needs of her group .

It is important to re-

member that while similarities and differences may be touched

Subj e c ts

38orace Fernald , Remedial Techniques in Basic School
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company , 1943) .
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upon lightly at the close of a reading period all ear training and other practice exercises should be given at a separate period .

Independence in word recognition can be de-

veloped through a comparison of familiar words for the purpose of seeing similarities and differences and using these
clues in deciphering unfamiliar words.

'•

NEED FOR SYSTEMATIC STUDY AND RESEARCH
Skill in word recognition is not attained in a year
or two .

It takes time, continuity, sequence and integration

of word recognition skills to insure a high degree of compe tence.
Continuity calls for repetition and variety in presentation to insure retention of skills.

Sequence demands

graded learning experiences to maintain steady growth.

Inte-

gration provides for application of word recognition skills
in varied situations .
It should be remembered that the higher level word
recognition skills are not simply the lower level skills done
faster or more accurately .

The higher level skills are

reached step by step through a constantly ascending scale of
difficulty and application .

Word recognition skills adequate

for unlocking words in grades one and two

prove to be inade-

quate as pupils move up the educational ladder.
A sequential program should be structured on the
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basis of the skills needed.

It is important that a teacher

know what should be taught as well as how to teach it .

The

program structure will depend upon several factors, such as ,
the experience of the teacher , the time for teaching,the
number and condition of the learners and the curriculum .
This study offers (1) suggestions fo r instruction , (2) for
evaluation , and (3) for learning the sound .
Suggestions .

In planning to give definite instruc-

tion in phonics the teacher should observe the following :
1 . In order that the right i dea of what constitutes
reading may be established , give practice in developing
skill in phonetic discrimination in a per iod separate from
the regular reading period through phonics and other clues
for getting new words should be applied as needed in the regular reading period or in any experience calling for reading .
2 . Practice exercises must originate in words that
pupils have me t in their reading .

Only words that can be

studied phonetically should be used for such practice.

3. Give practice experiences in small groups of children and only to those who can profit by it.

4. Do not distort words by separating them into component elements .

5.

An

Use colored chalk and underline .

overemphasis on analysis of words which breaks

them into separate elements that must be blended into wholes

again should be avoided .
6 . Guide the children in synthesizing the elements
of a word and seeing it as a whole .

If this habit is formed

the struggle caused by trying to blend component elements
will be avoided .
PROPOSED SEQUENCES
Level I
Structural:

Inflected endings- s, ed , ing ; compounds
calls

played

uphill
Phonetic:

coming

dollhouse

cats

looked

somewhere

Substitution of initial and final consonants
wall

pat

cap

fill

Level II
Structural:

I nflected endings - doubling - es , er , est
lighter

Phonetic :

longest

dropped

boxes

running

Substi tut ion of initial blends - digraphs
cherry

flat

bright

thirst

Level III
Structural:

Inflected endings - y to 1, drop e,
Derivatives y and ly
Stories hurried merriest

taken

rainy noisy lightly merrily

pleasing

Phonetic :

Vi sual clues , vowel sound , dipht hongs
pry

act

claim
hate

r ob den

foal
r ope

scout

toi l

least
wife

fea r
cube

proof

crowd

Level IV

,

Structural and Phonetic :

Derivatives- prefi xes- suffixes

syllabication
displeased
playful

reread

angrier

painter

unhook

explain distant motor

unafraid

racer
delay

victim
staple

ladle
Level V
Dictionary Skills:

alphabet, guide words, root words ,
tenses , phonetics, syllabication,
prefixes, suffixes , accents,
diacritical markings, semantics . 39

39william s. Gray, Qn Their .Q!fil in Reading
Scott Foresman and Company, 1948) , p . 51 .

(Dallas:

PHONICS MASTERY TEST
Teache r' s Guide for Administration
LEVEL A
I.

CONSONANT SOUNDS1
Dir ections:

Read the words below (or other wor ds with
the underlined sotmds) . Ask students to
record the first letter of each word next
to the appropriate number on their answer
sheet.

1 . 12.erson

6. yictory

11 . lark

16. ;x:olk

2. belt

7 . tint

12. j_ersey

17 . ~ink

3. m,allard

8 . .§.Ound

13. hunt

18. golden

4 . !Lindow

9 . g_ough

14. z.inc

5. forty

10 . ,thythm

15. ninety

II . CONSONANT DIGRAPHS
Directions :

19. shoe

Continue as above, except to ask students
to record the first two letters of each
word read, except for the last word , in
which case the last two letters are recorded .
20 . church

21 . thing

22 . those

23 . what

III . CONSONANT BLENDS
Directions:

Continue as above .

24. blind

29 . sleep

34. &,I.ope

39. meak

25. clock

30. break

35. :m:actice

4o. fil?.ill

26 . fiowe r

31 . gx_eam

36. treasure

41 . stamp

27 . glow

32. drop

37. gale (sk) 2

42 . ~et

28 . !U,.UIDP

33. friend

38. .fil!!.ell

lAll consonants sounds are represented except c, q, and x
which have no sound of their own .
2~ or sk acceptable.

IV.

BLENDING CONSONANTS AND RHYMING ELEMENTS
Directions:

Ask students to write at least two words
which rhyme with the words given .

45. get

46. liill

LEVEL B

I.

LONG AND SHORT VOWELS
Directions:

Read the words (or other words with the
underlined sounds). Ask students to re cord the vowel letter heard . The student
must write short in front of the short
vowels, and l,Qng in front of the long
vowels. (Correct answers are given in parenthesis) .

1 . bid (short i)

6. pr2,d (short o)

2. jab ( short· a)

7. bgn (short u)

3. .§.Ve (long e)
4. lQbe (long o)

8 • tile (long i)

5. sl~ve (long

a)

9. z~st (short e)
10. gse (long u)

II. OTHER VOWEL SOUNDS
Directions:

Read the words, asking students to record
the vowel or vowels which they hear . If a
vowel depends on the consonant which follows
it for its sound, the consonant shouJ.d be
written after the vowel . Some sounds can be
spelled several ways. Any of these should be
accepted . Correct answers are given in parenthesis .

11. nook (oo)

15. Troy (oy)

12 . grouse (ou, ow)

16 . coil (oi)

13.

17. claw

broom (m:5')

14. jar Car)

(aw)

18. whirl (er, ir, ur)
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SYLLABICATION
Directions :

Read the words, asking the students to
write the number of syllables in each.
rect answers are given in parenthesis.

1 . Atlanta ( 3)

4. frame (1)

2 . Lincoln (2)

5. correspondingly (5)

Cor-

3. sedentary (4)
Directions:

1. g

2.

Read the same words, asking the students to
write for each the number of the accented
syllable.

l

Directions:

4. l

5. 3

Have each student come up individually to
read one or more of the following lists of
nonsense words . Put a check next to the
number on his answer sheet for each correctly pronounced . Write incorrect responses .
List 3

List 2

List 1
1 . ringtrape

1 . fragmil

1 . whister

2. pegflitting

2. aggravement

2 . cal cum.vent

3. Concealte r

3. craminsty

3. tampillage

4. flingle

4. jungulation

4. chumertracing

5.

5.

5.

de centi vely

sloapclinge r

donagrant
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PHONICS MASTERY TESTS
Student I s Answer Sheet
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ date _ _ _ _ Teacher_ _ _ __
Errors & Comments

LEVEL A

I.

CONSONANT SOUNDS
1.

11 .

15 .

2.

12.

16.

13.

17 .

14.

18.

5.

10.

II . CONSONANT DIGRAPHS
19.

III.

IV .

20 .

21 .

22 .

23.

CONSONANT BLENDS

24.

29 .

34.

39 .

25.

30.

35.

4o .

26 .

31 .

36.

41 .

27 .

32 .

42 .

28 .

33.

37.
38 .

BLENDING CONSONANTS AND RHYMING
ELEMENTS

43 . ball
46 . will

44.

make

45. get
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LEVEL B
I.

LONG AND SHORT VOWELS

2.

5.
6.

3.
4.

7.
8.

1.

II .

Errors & Comments

9.
10.

OTHER VOWEL SOUNDS
11 .

14.

17.

12.

15.
16.

18.

13.
LEVEL C

SYLLABICATION

Number 1 •

2.

3.

4.

5.

Accent 1 .

2.

3.

4.

5• .

Recognition of

Nonsense Words

List 1

List 2

List 3

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.
4.

3.
4.

3.
4.

5.

5.

5.

MY KEY CHARTS

Long

Short

ate - a
eat - e
ice - i
oh - o
use - u

at
egg
it
not

- a
- e
- i
- o

up - u

Vowels with "r''

Diphthongs

car - ar

out

OU

fork - or

cow

ow

her - er

mew - ew

bird - ir

boy

work - or

oil - oi

oy

church - ur

saw

QQ

aw

moon

walk - al

book

Paul - au

SYLLABLES
1.

Two consonants together - break between

2.

One consonant between two vowels - break after first
vowel .
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This chapter has discussed the organization of
data for instructional pr ocedures .

Briefly , it gave some

a pproaches to teaching with ideas for a sequential program .
The following chapte r will present a general summary of the experiment , the findings , the results and the
recommendations .

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Experiment and the Findings
The study grew out of the plans of first grade teachers
to raise performance levels in reading .
development was wor d recognition.

The skill chosen for

The experiment takes place

in Odessa , Ector County, Texas , at the George Washington
Car ver Elementary School .
The study used data gathered from test performances ,
directed observation of reading selections in the basal reade r ,
the Workshop in Reading and a review of the related research
studies .
Many studies have been written on word recognition
and a few on word identification .
fused .

The two should not be con-

Word recognition is the establishment (1) of the vis-

ual perception of the word ; identification is the oral use
of the word without hesitancy .
The experiment consisted of one hundred twenty childr en in four separ ate classrooms .

The four classroom teach-

ers participated in the experiment .

The children are grouped

in the study not as classroom groups, but as they performed
on the Primary Mental Abilities Test .
was

The range on this test

8-4o .
On the Detr oit Word Recognition Test , 26 words were
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The structure of these words were analyzed to secure various elements that might have contributed to failure in recognition .

The frequency of these words and elements were

tabulated and listed for teaching .
The methods of working organized a plan for the four
teachers to plan together, to gather information and to
share information.

Extra motivation was given to increase

the urge to learn .
Although we gave more instruction in sound,strenuous
isolated learnings were avoided.

The age level of the child,

the grade level and the ability were considered.

The child

became the limiting factor .
The experimenters preceded with the study by grouping the findings as, perception skills, word analysis ,
structural analysis and word building skills .
A sequential outline of levels, a sample test and
key chart with suggestions for teaching was included in the
study .
THE RESULTS

The findings in the study were used to improve teaching and learning .
teaching .

Teachers should know the direction of their

It is important to know what to teach as well as

how to teach it .
The following information was revealed:
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1. Teachers need to know in what direction education is moving .
2. Teachers need to know the skills to be taught;

to have a functional knowledge of those skills and know
how to teach them.

3. Teachers shoUld experiment with problem solving.
4. Most of the children improved in word recognition.
When the study began, 10 per cent, or 3 children,
were at the independent level; 4o per cent, or 12 children,
were at the instructional level;_ and 50 per cent, or 15 children, were at the frustration level .
When the study closed , 25 per cent, or 8 children,
were at the independent level; 6o per cent, or 18 children
at the instructional level; and 15 per cent, or 4 children,
were below the instructional level .
RECOMMENDATIONS
The writer recommends that other studies be conducted
to locate and remove deficiencies in word recognition as a
means of promoting word identification .

Training to develop

the necessary skills shoUld begin early.

In order that all

possible means may be used to develop skills it is recommended that all skills be outlined .
the following outline:

This study recommends
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A.

PERCEPTION SKILLS

1 . Association and relationship of ideas
Context
Expectancy
2 . Visual perception of form, size, color
Configuration
Words

3. Visual memory imagery
B.

1

1/ORD ANALYSIS SKILLS

1 . Recognizing consonant sounds beginning and ending
2 . Recognizing consonant blends

3. Recognizing phonetic elements
4. Know long and short vowel sounds

5.

Know vowel combinations, e~, oQ, oi, oy, ey

6. Know vowel combination with n, er, dr, w, ur.
7. Rhyming words
C•

WORD STRUCTURAL SKILLS

1. Recognizing base words
2 . Making new words by omission of beginnings

3. Finding little words
4. Recognizing compound words

5. Dividing words into syllables
6. Recognizing contractions

6o
D.

WORD BUILDING SKILLS
1. Forming plurals by adding "s.11
2 . Forming plurals by adding "es and ies . "

3. Adding ing, ed , y , er , est, and ly.
4. Adding commonest prefixes to words .

5.

Adding commonest suffix, "es II to words .
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